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by for the investigation of individual powder lines and their neighbourhood. The arrangement fully exploits focusing in real space and the possibility of a control of strong correlation between the scattering angle $\phi$ and the neutron wavelength in the momentum space without any use of Soller collimators (Mikula, Wagner, Lukaš & Scherm, 1992; Lukaš, Vrana, Mikula & Kulda, 1992). In this way, with a properly adjusted monochromator bending radius, the reflected neutrons corresponding to a chosen powder diffraction line at an angle $\phi$ are quasi-parallel in the scattering plane. Then the maximum flux of neutrons registered by a detector corresponds to the minimum FWHM of their angular distribution. To avoid a rather large angular uncertainty given by the divergence of a Soller collimator placed in front of the detector, for determining the position of the peak and its profile a spatially high resolution position sensitive detector (PSD) may be advantageously used. The FWHM of about 10$^{-4}$ rad and the high luminosity of the diffraction geometry strengthened by the use of PSD predict such an instrument for the employment in high resolution powder diffraction experiments e.g. for the investigation of line broadening in the case of plastically deformed crystals, the analysis of peak shifts (with a precision better than 10$^{-4}$ rad) for the studies of residual stresses (Kulda, Mikula, Lukaš & Kocis, 1992), time and phase state studies and particular inelastic scattering investigations. The luminosity and resolution of the diffraction arrangement which uses the bent perfect crystal monochromator will be compared with the arrangement using a conventional mosaic monochromator.


PS-14.03.03 COMPARISON OF THE STATISTICAL DYNAMICAL THEORIES WITH MEASUREMENT OF INTEGRATED INTENSITY. By T. Takano, Department of Applied Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University, Japan.

Since N. Kato (NK) developed the statistical dynamical theory of diffraction (Acta Cyst. A36, 1980, 763-778), much effort has been devoted to improving and testing it. It is expressed in terms of the state Debye-Waller factor $E$ and two correlation lengths for the phase factor $\tau$ and the wave-field amplitude $\Gamma$. Recently, the theory was reformulated by Becker and A. Haddad (BA) (Acta Cyst. A48, 1992, 121-134). The main difference exists in treating $\Gamma$ which strongly affects the incoherent scattering. NK suggested that $\Gamma$ is close to the extinction distance. On the other hand, EA showed theoretically that $\Gamma$ should be of the same order of magnitude as $\tau$. The two theories were tested (Schneider, Bouchard, Graf & Nagasawa, Acta Cyst. A48, 1992, 804-819) experimentally by comparing them with the integrating reflection power of $\gamma$-ray measured for heat-treated Si as a function of crystal thickness. They concluded that the BA theory predicts excellently their data and the $E$ parameter alone characterizes substantially the crystal imperfection.

In the present study, an attempt was made to verify which theory describes better the diffraction from specimens with various degrees of imperfection. In order to introduce the randomly distributed micro-defects, the parallel-sided Cz-Si crystals were heated systematically at 1223 K for different duration from 25 to 145 hr. The integrated intensities on the Laue case were successively measured for four reflections as a function of X-ray wavelength by the energy-dispersive diffraction method. The measured profiles showed remarkably the increase in the intensity as well as the decrease in both the period and the amplitude of the Pendellosung beats with increasing duration. The NK theory described the profiles very well assuming $\Gamma$ to be constant for a reflection of a crystal (Takama, Harima & Sato, Acta Cyst. A46, 1990, C412). The BA theory taking account of the parameter $E$ alone also fitted the profiles for relatively short heating duration as concluded by Schneider et al. For the specimens heated for longer duration, however, the comparison showed a poor agreement although three parameters were taken into consideration. This means that the NK theory with constant $\Gamma$ is better to interpret the diffraction in the present development stage of the theory.

PS-14.03.04 ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS WITH X-RAY INTERFEROMETRY. By P. Becker, J. Stöhr and D. Windisch, Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, W-3330 Braunschweig, Germany.

The angular dependence of the reflectivity in a skew-symmetric X-ray interferometer with the axis of rotation between two pairs of the reflecting wafers has been investigated experimentally and theoretically. Rapid oscillations with a periodicity of almost two milliseconds of angle have been observed. The period depends on the geometry and the lattice spacing of the silicon crystal. The amplitudes of the angular oscillations are strongly affected by "Pendellosung" interference phenomena. As an example of applications an optical autocollimator is calibrated by the X-ray interferometer.

A triple-Laue X-ray interferometer capable of angular measurements in the range below a second of angle was first proposed and put into operation by Becker & Bonse (1974). They used two pairs of lamellae in a skew-symmetric arrangement with an axis of rotation between them and measured the intensity oscillating in the outgoing X-ray beams taking into account the alignment parameters between the separate parts of the interferometer. They found as a result of the geometrical treatment, that the periodicity of the oscillations depends on the angle of rotation and the lamellar distance in one subunit, lamellae thickness and the lattice spacing. Their calculations, however, did not include information about the angular range and amplitude of the oscillations in the reflectivity of the interferometer.